The Flatten the Curve and Stave Off the Covid Scavenger Hunt
The rules are easy! Send the entire group a picture of items on the list. Comments associated
with the picture are also welcome like where you were, funny comments, etc. The game will take
place over a 24-hour period or when someone completes the entire list, whichever comes first.
I will keep score on individual sheets of paper for each of you and update you on the scoring
throughout the competition. The winner gets A Major Award (to be distributed at a later date),
but more importantly the joy of beating everyone else and the relief of not having to figure out
how to occupy your time for a bit.
If any of these hunt items are literally impossible, use your ingenuity. Some points will still most
likely be awarded for ingenious substitutions.
5 POINTS:
 Compact disc from your collection
 Joker from a deck of cards. (Front and back.)
 Baby picture of someone in the household
 Feather
 Pinecone or Acorn (5 additional points if it’s still on the tree)
 Flower
 Your favorite movie
 Mailbox
 Out of state License Plate (10 additional points if it’s personalized)
 Someone waving
 Your shadow (10 additional points if you make a shadow puppet)
 Something that displays a rule
 Picture of the inside of your fridge
 Favorite photo or artwork in your house
 Your most recent meal
 Birds flying
 A fire hydrant
 Your favorite poem
10 POINTS:
 Heart shaped rock
 Old piece of technology
 Foreign money
 “Y” shaped twig
 Playground equipment
 Something in nature that is BLUE
 Reflection in water
 Flag
 Statue (10 additional points if it’s inappropriate)








Dirtiest thing in your house
The lint trap after a drying cycle
A copy of one of your favorite recipes
Your favorite book in your house
View from your front door
Bumper sticker on a vehicle (20 additional points if it’s Anti-Trump; minus 20 points if
its Pro-Trump)
 A Port-A-Potty
 A park bench
 A drawing of your pet(s) in their current location, activity, etc.
25 POINTS:
 Insect in a web (alive or dead)
 An origami crane
 Your entire legal name written in red ink using the opposite hand your normally use
 A drawing of you representing your current mood
 Bird in a wire
 Someone walking a dog (20 additional points for an animal other than a dog)
 Your favorite curse word or phrase composed of cut-out-letters like a ransom note
 A picture you colored using the app Happy Color
50 POINTS:
 Sunrise or sunset
 Furry creature—NOT a dog or cat
 A vehicle pre-1980
 A stranger violating social distancing rules
 Cloud shaped like an animal
 Photo of you as soon as you wake up in the morning
 A street sign that starts with the same letter as your first name (25 additional points of it
IS your name)
 A “Beware of Dog” sign
 A tombstone (20 additional points if they died pre-1900)
BONUS POINTS:
Person with the most items checked off receives an additional 100 points.

